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Gerunds: Gerunds are “ing” forms of the verb that serve as nouns.
For example: I fear flying. I fear swimming in the ocean. She denied avoiding me. In each case a verb (fly, 
swim, avoid) is being used as a noun.

Underline the gerund in these sentences and mark the verb with a V.

1.I like working here.
2.We heard whispering in the woods.
3.Dad quit smoking.
4.We postponed making a decision.
5.I dread talking to my professor.
6.I enjoy boxing.
7.Mother prefers going alone.
8.Jim always practices speaking in front of the mirror.
9.The book describes walking on the moon.
10.I finished giving the baby a bath.

Write a sentence using the verb in parenthesis as a gerund after a verb. Keep the sentences short 
and simple.

1. (give) ____________________________________________________
2. (have)____________________________________________________
3.(go)______________________________________________________
4.(enjoy)____________________________________________________

Sometimes a gerund serves as the subject of the sentence.
EX: Swimming is a very difficult sport for someone my size. Working late is not allowed at this company.  
Calling after 9PM should be discouraged.
 
Write a sentence using the gerund in parentheses as the subject of the sentence.

1.(sitting)___________________________________________________________
2.(watching)_________________________________________________________
3.(eating)___________________________________________________________
4.(listening)_________________________________________________________

Sometimes an infinitive follows the verb in a sentence. Underline the infinitive form of the verb 
and mark the verb with a V.

1.She forgot to tell me her plans.
2.They remembered to get the milk.
3.I hate to work late.
4.I didn’t mean to scare you.
5.She is considered to be the best speaker.
6.He continued to tease her.
7.I tried to caution him about her.
8.I wanted to see the end of the movie.

Write sentences in this same pattern
1.(like/to go)_________________________________________________________
2.(wanted/to find)_____________________________________________________



3.(hope/to hear)______________________________________________________
4.(appear/to like)_____________________________________________________.

Choose a gerund or an infinitive in each sentence.
1.I remember (to meet/meeting) the Queen in London.
2.Did you remember (to mail/mailing) the letter?
3.Stop (to make/making) that terrible noise.
4.I started (to write/writing) my novel while I was in the hospital.
5.I used (to go/going) to the movies a lot.
6.It’s starting (to rain/raining).
7.You have (to cook/cooking) dinner tonight.
8.I enjoy (to make/making) cookies.
9.(To work/Working) on this project makes me tired.
10.(To smoke/Smoking) is prohibited.

Conversation using gerunds:

Bill: What should we do tonight?  I really enjoy going to the movies. How about you? Would you like to 
see a movie tonight?
Jenny: Going to the movies is fun. However, I really prefer to go dancing.
Bill: I hate to tell you, but I’m a horrible dancer. Dancing is difficult for someone with no rhythm. I am not 
able to follow the beat of the music. I have to count my steps. 
Jenny: Dancing takes practice. I’m sure you will get better if you dance more often. Would you like to try 
dancing with me tonight?
Bill: I hate to disappoint you, but I really hate dancing. Would you like to go to a club? I hear there is a 
really good band playing at the Continental Club.
Jenny: I enjoy listening to music. I will agree to compromise. But next time we go out, let’s go dancing!
Bill: OK. I guess I should take some dancing lessons before our next date.

Explain what happened in this conversation.

Questions:
Did anyone go to ACL (Austin City Limits) this weekend?
Austin is known as the capital of live music. Have you been to any live music venues in Austin?
What kind of music do you like to listen to?
Have you ever been country and western dancing? 
Do you like to dance? Does your partner/spouse like to dance?
Have you ever taken dance lessons?
Do you “hang out” at any 6th St. clubs?
Do you play a musical instrument?
Have you ever played in a band?
How do you listen to music? on CD’s, on ipod, on radio
Do you prefer male singers or female singers?


